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Wellness, Productivity, and You! 

Do 
 you fear retirement? Many 

people secretly do. They 

worry about being bored, 

losing meaning in life that their job pro-

vides, having fewer friends, or dying 

sooner. Good news. Research does not 

support these fears. On the contrary, retirement usually boosts 

positive lifestyle changes. You are likely to be more active, 

sleep better, and reduce your sitting time when you retire. Data 

revealed that retirees increased their physical activity by 93 

minutes a week, decreased sedentary time by 67 minutes per 

day, increased sleep by 11 minutes per day, and smokers often 

quit. Sound good? Start planning to get what you want in your 

golden years. You may later wonder in your active retirement 

how you ever had time to work! 

D 
rowning is the #1 cause of 

death for children ages one to 

four years old, according to 

the Centers for Disease Control 

(CDC). Reduce risk of drowning accidents by not becoming 

complacent about water safety. Complacency consists of two 

things: lack of experience with the tragic event and denial that it 

can happen to you. Prevent complacency by reminding children 

to be cautious and having an adult stay aware. Pool lifeguards 

are crucial, but drowning incidents, although rare, have occurred 

even under their watchful eye.  

H 
undreds 

of apps for wellness, losing weight, mental health, and 

recovery from addictive disease have arrived on the 

market over the past several years. Apps run on smart-

phones and other mobile devices. Many are free or very inex-

pensive. Recovery apps provide convenient and practical 

tools to help those recovering from alcoholism track sober 

time, manage triggers and emotions, find and share 12-step 

meetings, contact your sponsor discretely, receive daily inspi-

rations, and more. A visit to Googleplay.com or iTunes along 

with a keyword search for any health-related term will display 

many choices. Ratings may help find the best app for your 

need. 

An 
 employee assistance 

program can help in 

many ways you may 

not have considered. Here are 

two: 1) Assessment, support, and 

counseling to assist you in follow-

ing through with rigorous and 

mandatory steps required of you by your employer associ-

ated with a performance improvement plan; 2) Support and 

guidance to help you follow through with requirements im-

posed on you by the courts for offenses such as a conviction 

for driving under the influence (DUI), domestic violence, etc. 

If in doubt about whether your employee assistance program 

can help, always ask.  
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T 
here are over millions 

of employees nationwide 

in work positions that place them at higher risk of 

being infected by bloodborne pathogens. Bloodborne 

pathogens are infectious microorganisms in human blood 

that can cause disease in humans. These pathogens in-

clude human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the virus that 

causes AIDS, and the hepatitis B virus (HBV). Can you 

guess the most important prevention tool? It’s your atti-

tude. More specifically, this means treating all bodily flu-

ids on the job as though they are infectious. Does your 

organization offer or require education on bloodborne 

pathogens? If so, don’t miss it. 

M 
illennials 

(Generation Y) in-

clude those persons 

born in the early 1980s to the early 2000s. They’ve grown up with a 

larger world view because of the Internet, and are the most educated 

and tech savvy generation in history. Millennials have been raised to 

feel highly confident, possess a hunger to experience “it all,” have a 

strong desire to improve their world, are civic-minded, seek social 

justice, and want to be leaders—78% see themselves as such ac-

cording to one study. You may notice a new trend of bashing millen-

nials. Don’t get caught in this intolerance fad that borders on dis-

crimination. If you find the drive, high expectations, confidence, and 

strong self-esteem of millennials off-putting, remember that they are 

seeking happiness with the tools they’ve been given just like every 

generation before them. 

If 
 you are a 

good work-

place col-

laborator, you are 

prized by your em-

ployer because 

you are a goal 

achiever. Effective 

collaboration is a 

learned skill to maximize productivity by teaming with oth-

ers. Don’t confuse collaboration with simple cooperation. 

Both are positive behaviors, but collaboration is proactive 

and heavy on taking initiative. Think of bicycle pedals. 

One pedal does not “cooperate” with the other. Instead, it 

is an equal push. This is collaboration. Enhance your abil-

ity to collaborate: 1) Know what each team member’s role 

will be. 2) Have fast and efficient ways of communicating 

to address key issues. 3) Create a tradition of team mem-

bers seeking immediate clarification when unsure or un-

clear about tactics, tasks, or goals. 4) Spot conflicts early, 

and resolve them before moving forward. 5) Put group 

goals above an individual member’s personal reward for 

success. Failure to do so will create hidden agendas and 

adversely affect communication and lessen your achieve-

ments. 6) Good team collaborators are tolerant of each 

other’s quirks and shortcomings, but when personal be-

haviors threaten progress, make them a group concern 

for problem resolution.  

I 
ntrinsic motivation is inner drive. 

It is your ability to do something 

without being prompted by an ex-

ternal or outside stimulus. It is also the 

ability to act according to the way you 

think instead succumbing to how you 

feel at the moment. Thinking you 

should exercise, for example, and summoning intrinsic motivation to 

do it instead of slouching on the couch is intrinsic motivation in ac-

tion. To acquire more of this life-changing behavioral trait, follow 

these steps: When deciding on a goal, come up with as many 

“reasons” to do it as possible. This is called finding the “big why.” 

The more reasons produced, the more urgency you’ll feel. Also list 

positive feelings you have for your success. This will multiply the 

effect. Break your goal into small pieces to overcome mental resis-

tance to this new behavior. If daily exercise requires getting off the 

couch to put on running shoes, write it down as a step. If the very 

next step is putting your hand on a door knob to leave, write it down. 

This highly conscious process can start you toward having better 

reflexes to respond immediately to goals with action steps. That old 

internal debate of “should I or shouldn’t I” will diminish or vanish. 

Practice is the key to developing intrinsic motivation, but acquiring 

this skill will lead you to the achievements that come from it. 
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